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Unmet need grows as Treasurer announces
further ‘drip feed’ funding for social care
In responding to the release in mid-October of the
Care Quality Commission’s annual report to
Parliament on The State of Healthcare and Adult
Social Care in England, social care organisations
have
focused
on
the
regulator’s
acknowledgement of a growing unmet need and
consequent pressure on acute healthcare
provision.
The many responses are encapsulated by Richard
Murray, director of policy at the King’s Fund, who said
that struggling A&E departments were one symptom
of a health and care system that could no longer cope.
“That the overall quality of the care provided has
been maintained is testament to effort and resilience
of NHS and social care staff,” said Mr Murray.
“However, the report lays bare the challenge of
years of squeezed funding, compounded by significant
workforce shortages and rising demand for services.
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This is taking a toll on access to health and social care
and some people cannot get the services they need.
“Joined up services are the key to high quality care.
The NHS long term plan must include firm action and
dedicated funding to change how health and care
services are delivered, and the Government’s longawaited social care green paper must tackle the
legacy of years of underfunding and workforce
problems in social care.”
Commenting on the allocation in the Autumn Budget
of an ostensible £650m for social care, Mr Murray said
the social care system could not continue to get by on
last-minute, piecemeal funding announcements.
“Adult social care in England needs at least £1.5bn
more per year simply to cope with demand, meaning
that the funding announced in the Autumn Budget,
which will also need to cover children’s social care,
falls far short,” he said.
“Successive governments have dodged tough
decisions on social care and the forthcoming Green
Paper must now ensure social care gets the long-term
plan it so desperately needs.”

Burgeoning demand
Just prior to the Autumn Budget announcement, NHS
Digital released figures which showed that local
authorities received 1.8 million new requests for adult
social care support in 2017-18, an increase of 1.6%
on 2016-17 and equivalent to 5,100 new requests per
day. In the same period, the number of older people
receiving local authority support has fallen by 3.8%.
These requests were received from 1.3 million
people; those aged 65 and over accounted for 71.6%
of the requests. Similar to previous years, 77.1% of
the requests originated from the community and 20.%

originated from a discharge from hospital. Other
findings in the report include:
■ Gross current expenditure by local authorities on
adult social care was £17.9bn in 2017-18, an
increase of £0.4bn or 2.3% in cash terms on 201617 (£17.5bn).
■ 77.9% of total gross current expenditure (£14.0bn)
was spent on long term care (residential, nursing or
community care), an increase of £369m or 2.7% on
2016/17 (£13.6bn).
■ Overall, the number of people receiving long term
care provided or arranged by local authorities has
decreased each year since 2015-16, down 14,750
(1.7%) to 857,770 in 2017-18. The numbers of 1864 year olds in receipt of long term support has
increased for the second year in a row, up 7,360
(2.6%) to 292,380 since 2015-16, while the numbers
of 65 and over in receipt of long term support has
fallen for the second year in a row, down 22,110
(3.8%) to 565,385 since 2015-16.
■ 58.6% of all people receiving long term support are
female. This increases further for those supported in
a residential home (61.9%) and further still when
considering those in a nursing home (63.4%).
Adult Social Care Activity and Finance,
England 2017-18 can be accessed at:
https://digital.nhs.uk/data-andinformation/publications/statistical/adultsocial-care-activity-and-finance-report/2017-18
■ The CQC’s report on The State of Healthcare
and Adult Social Care in England, can be
downloaded from:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/syste
m/.../State_of_Care_16-17_print.pdf
■
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news
Andrea Sutcliffe
to leave CQC
Andrea Sutcliffe, head of adult social care inspection
at the Care Quality Commission, is leaving the
post at the end of the year to take up the position of
chief executive and registrar at the Nursing and
Midwifery Council.
Writing in her monthly blog, Ms Sutcliffe said she
was immensely proud of what we have achieved in
the past 5 years at CQC and in adult social care.
“I have been reflecting on the last five years and a
recent issue raised at our monthly meeting with
adult social care trade associations made me think
about the importance of the relationships we have
formed between CQC and external stakeholders,
including providers, trade associations and many
more,” she writes.
“I have talked before about the importance of trade
association meetings, co-production and meetings
with everyone else who help us shape our work, but
the issue that was raised recently was about providers
not feeling comfortable or happy with
how they challenged the outcome of
their inspection.
“We value the feedback and
sometimes a quick conversation will
help to resolve problems or
misunderstandings quickly. I know
that there is a worry that speaking up
about something that you do not
agree with can be tough — but I want
to encourage providers to pick up
the phone and talk to their inspector,

6
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Four Seasons for sale
After months on uncertainty, the care home
portfolio of major operator Four Seasons Health
Care has been placed on the market.
US hedge fund H/2 Capital Partners, which is
in effective control of the group, has put Four
Seasons up for sale, replacing the company’s
senior management: Ben Taberner, Dr Claire
Royston and Tim Hammond – Four Seasons’
finance chief, medical director and chief
executive respectively – have all been removed
from the board, but remain in place to carry out
day-to-day duties.
Former Barchester Healthcare chairman
Baroness Margaret Ford and Mark Ordan have
been appointed to the board.
“These changes have been made in
furtherance of an independent sales process and
facilitate such a process taking place,” Four
their manager, or their relationship manager if they
have a concern.
“The really big event in October for CQC was the

ANDREA SUTCLIFFE:
We value the feedback
and sometimes a
quick conversation will
help to resolve problems
or misunderstandings
quickly.

Seasons said at the end of October, adding that
a “transparent arm’s length sales process for the
sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the
group” is under way.
The decision to offer its 343 care homes for
sale comes after the care homes giant, which is
still nominally owned by Guy Hands’ private
equity vehicle Terra Firma, failed to pay off a
portion of debt owed to H/2. As its principal
creditor, the American hedge fund, run by
Spencer Haber, now holds sway over the firm’s
assets and controls the group.
On top of cuts in local authority fees, rising
costs and the introduction of the national living
wage, Four Seasons is struggling under a £500
million-plus mountain of debt, which is controlled
by H/2 and other bondholders, who are also
thought to have sanctioned the sale.
publication of our State of Care 2017/18 report.
For the adult social care sector the report highlights
that although there is room for improvement, our
ratings show that quality of care is being maintained
overall, although this is only true for those who
can access it.
“We are all aware of the fragility of the sector, and
the report does not try to gloss over this but it also
emphasises the good.
“There are now nearly 250 more services rated
outstanding in adult social care than we reported
in State of Care in the previous year. In the face of
all the challenges we know about, that is something
to celebrate and I hope progress will continue over
the coming year.”

Report highlights lack of information on
care workers’ flu jabs
A report from the House of Commons science and
technology select committee has voiced politicians’
concerns data on flu vaccine take-up by social care
staff is not routinely collected.
Their inquiry heard that an ad hoc Public Health
England (PHE) survey of care homes had shown
“huge variability, with the best uptake at 25%” and a
low response rate to PHE’s questions.
Committee chair Norman Lamb said it was as
important for social care staff, including those who
work in care homes, to be vaccinated as it was for
hospital staff, if not more so.
“The flu season is upon us again and it’s
outrageous that so few social care staff appear to be
vaccinated,” said Mr Lamb. “Some of our most

vulnerable people are living in
care homes and more must be
done to protect them.
Everyone caring for the elderly
and infirm should see it as a
professional duty to minimise
the risk of passing on flu.
“Data is not routinely collected on uptake rates and
any data that is collected is not published – this is a
significant flaw in the system. Publishing data could be
a key tool in further encouraging uptake of the vaccine.
“The Government should aim for 100% vaccination
of social care workers to ensure the protection of
those most vulnerable to the effects of flu.”
The charity Age UK has urged older people and

those who care for them to be vaccinated.
“Older people who need care or are in care
settings are all too often vulnerable and can be more
susceptible to flu,” said the charity’s director Caroline
Abrahams. “It is vital that older people and the care
workers who care for them are vaccinated, which
means better implementation across the care sector
and better rollout across the country.”
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NEW SPECIALIST
PROVIDER ACQUIRES
TWO CARE HOMES
Newly formed Cornerstone Healthcare
Group Ltd has acquired family-run
Hampshire care homes, South Africa
Lodge and Kitnocks House from Dr
Oliver Sargent and his family who have
run them since 1998.
The homes care for older people with
complex neurological, physical and
mental health needs associated with
challenging behaviours.
The Board of Cornerstone Healthcare
Group Ltd have extensive experience in
the market. The group is chaired by
Stephen Collier, chair of NHS
Professionals and former group chief
executive of BMI Healthcare. Chief
executive Johann van Zyl, chief
operating officer, Dara Ní Ghadhra and
interim finance director Geoff Hiskett
were part of the management team
behind the success of national specialist
neurological care provider, PJ Care.
Cornerstone chief executive Johann
van Zyl said the 154 bed acquisition is
the first in a five-year growth plan for
the group, which have significant
capital for future acquisitions in the
specialist care market.

INTER-SERVICE CARE
PLAN TRIALLED AT
LONDON CARE HOME

8

A new pilot scheme helping support
residents in a London nursing home
with their advanced care plans has
been launched by terminal illness
charity Marie Curie.
In a shared decision-making process
between the resident and a nurse at
The Pines nursing home in
Wandsworth, a care plan is created and
then digitally shared with all urgent care
services ensuring that everyone knows
how, when and where to manage the
resident in times of need.
The first stage of the pilot, run in
partnership with Co-ordinate My Care
(CMC), Wandsworth CCG, Sutton End
of Life Care Team and the Health
Innovation Network, the Academic
Health Science Network for South
London, has been taking place over the
last few weeks with the nursing hours
being fully funded by Marie Curie.

Marie Curie Nurse, Wendy
Hutchinson, has been spending time
with residents at a nursing home in
Wandsworth, South London, to discuss
their wishes, preferences and plans for
end of life care with the support of a
care home nurse and GP Faye
Woolerton, who will add the clinical
information, including resuscitation
decisions if appropriate, and the
medications.
CMC is an NHS database which
shares information between healthcare
providers including NHS 111 and
London Ambulance Service, to ensure
that people’s wishes are acknowledged
when they are in an urgent care situation
or are approaching the end of life.

TIME IS RUNNING OUT
FOR SOCIAL CARE,
SAYS CARE ENGLAND
Provider representative organisation
Care England has submitted evidence
to the House of Lords Economic
Affairs Committee’s inquiry into social
care funding.
Care England chief executive
Professor Martin Green said time was
running out for social care.
“Inadequate short term injections of
cash to either bail out councils as they
limp from one crisis to the next, or to
temporarily prop up the NHS during
winter pressures do not address the
deep rooted inherent problems of the
current system,” Prof. Green told the
committee. “The sector needs to be
able to plan and invest for the long term.
“The stronger the understanding of
the interdependencies of social care
with the NHS, the stronger the chances
of progress being made to create a
sustainable care system.”
Chaired by Lord Forsyth of Drumlean,
the Economic Affairs Committee will
focus its inquiry on the challenges faced
by the social care system in England.
The committee is seeking to assess the
effectiveness of different funding models,
the shortfalls in delivery and make
recommendations on how future social
care demands can be met in England.
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HYDRATION AID TO BE TRIALLED IN CARE HOMES
A new hydration aid for people living with dementia is proving successful and
now the product is set to be trialled in care homes.
The ‘Jelly drop’ – which is 90% water – is the idea of university graduate
Lewis Hornby who came up with the invention after his grandmother was
hospitalised with dehydration.
Dehydration can be a serious problem for dementia patients and Lewis has
won several awards for his idea including the Helen Hamlyn Design Award, The
Snowdon Award for Disability and the DESIRE Award for social impact.
For many people living with dementia the symptoms of dehydration are
often mistakenly attributed to their underlying condition, meaning it can often
go unnoticed for long periods. Jelly drops are designed to be colourful,
engaging and easy to eat, providing an effective way of administering fluids to
the individual.
Lewis began the project by consulting with a dementia psychologist in an
attempt to gain a better understanding of how people with dementia behave,
and then spent a week in a care home observing the behaviour of residents and
the routines of care staff. From his observations Lewis realised that people with
dementia found it easier to eat than to drink, but even this process required a
degree of incentive or encouragement. Further trials are in the pipeline after
which Lewis plans to consult with food production experts to ensure all
necessary regulations are met. Additional funding is also being sought to
adequately upscale production.
■ Eldercare blogger Caron Sprake has set up a JustGiving page to
help speed up product development and a mailing list for interested
parties has also been created. More information can be found at:
www.jellydrops.co.uk

FUTURE OF CARE CONFERENCE 2019
Bookings are now open for the Future of Care Conference 2019, following
its hugely successful launch on 2018.
The second Future of Care Conference will again be held at the The
King’s Fund in London on 19th March 2019 and will host a thoughtprovoking seminar programme with an outstanding line-up of speakers.
Leading experts will discuss key trends and solutions to challenges
within the sector. With speakers including Sue Howard (Care Quality
Commission), Professor Martin Green (Care England) Jeremy Hughes
(Alzheimer’s Society) and the Rt. Hon Paul Burstow (SCIE), delegates will
hear from those at the forefront of shaping the industry.
There will also be two dedicated panel sessions providing the chance for
the audience to ask questions on the issues that most affect them, to
ensure a social care system fit for the future. The conference has been
designed especially for care home owners, managers and decision-makers
to provide them with the latest information and innovation.
■ Tickets for the Future of Care Conference are now available,with
an early discounted rate. For more information, call 01425 838393
or contact info@broadwayevents.co.uk
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INAUGURAL CARE SECTOR BALL RAISES £140,000
People attending the inaugural Care
Sector Charity Ball have given £140,000
to be shared by Alzheimer’s Research
UK and The Care Workers Charity.
Organised by Hallmark Care Homes
in association with Care England, the
glittering fundraising event at the
Grosvenor House Hotel in Mayfair at the
end of September was attended by
about 250 people.
Some of the key sponsors of the sellout event were Precious Care Homes,
Oomph, Care UK and Advinia. Funds
were raised in a silent auction with prizes

and pledges donated by the care sector
with a generous donation of £20,000
from a guest who wished to remain
anonymous. Hallmark Care Homes
agreed to match fund the pledges on the
night with a further £50,000.
“We are absolutely delighted that we
had a sell-out event,” said Hallmark
managing director Avnish Goyal.
“I would like to give a huge thanks to
our lead sponsor CareTech and
everyone else who supported the event
by buying tables and giving so
generously on the night.”

DHSC LAUNCHES PILOT RECRUITMENT CAMPAIGN
RIDOUTS PROMOTIONS
Ridouts Professional Services Plc has
promoted Samantha Cox and Laura
Paton to the positions of associate
solicitor from 1 November 2018.
Samantha joined Ridouts in March
2012 as a paralegal, qualifying as a
solicitor with the firm in April 2015. Her
promotion to associate solicitor reflects
her hard work and dedication and her
astute legal skills that she has
developed whilst at the firm.
Laura, who qualified as a solicitor in
Scotland in 2009, joined Ridouts in
January 2016 from the General Dental
Council and gained her England and
Wales qualification whilst working at
Ridouts. Laura’s personal skills have
seen her develop strong relationships
with clients whilst her drive and
tenacity are reflected in the results she
obtains for clients.
“It is with real pleasure that the firm
promotes Sam and Laura,” said
managing director Paul Ridout.
“Their growth at the firm has been
clear to see and they are both assets to
the firm and our clients. We look
forward to working with them in the next
stage of their careers.”

EMBARGOES LIFTED ON
RUNWOOD’S HOMES IN
NORTHERN IRELAND
Runwood Homes have implemented
improvement requirements and,
following recent inspections by the
Regulation and Quality Improvement
Authority (RQIA), suspensions have
been lifted and new residents are now
being accepted at three of the group’s
Northern Ireland homes; Glenabbey
Manor, Clifton Nursing Home and Rose
Court.
Runwood says a pause on
admissions had been mutually agreed
during the transition of care categories
and management changes which have
now been efficiently addressed and
implemented, with any quality concerns
immediately rectified by the Runwood
Homes senior management team, led
by chief operating officer Gavin O’HareConnolly and recently appointed senior
director of operations (North), Michael
Doolin, who continue to work closely
with the individual home managers.
Apart
from
an
admissions
requirement of no more than two new

The Department of Health and Social
Care (DHSC) has launched a monthlong pilot communications programme
to promote jobs in the adult social care
sector. The pilot is taking place in
Gloucestershire and Tyne and Wear to
test and identify optimal marketing
channels in different geographical
locations to inform a national campaign
in early 2019.
The campaign is designed to
address the high number of vacancies
in the sector, as there are an estimated
110,000 vacancies in adult social care
in England1. The staff turnover rate in
the sector is 30.7 per cent, equating to
nearly 400,000 people leaving care
jobs every year. The vacancy rate rose
by 2.5 per cent in the past five years,

and the turnover rate increased by over
seven per cent between 2012/2013
and 2017/2018.
While welcoming the recruitment
campaign, the Voluntary Organisations
Disability Group (VODG) says it needs
to be matched with appropriate levels
of funding.
“The underfunding of the sector,
resulting in low wage rates, is a key
policy issue that government must
address in its long-awaited Green
Paper,” said VODG chief executive
Rhidian Hughes.
“We know that as pay rates
increase employers are much better
placed to recruit and retain talent in
what are incredibly important and
rewarding roles.”

residents per week at Clifton nursing
home, none of Runwood Homes’
facilities in Northern Ireland are now
subject to healthcare authority
restrictions.
“We are pleased that the improved
standards of care and practise have
been recognised by the RQIA and the
Trusts,” said chief operating officer
Gavin O’Hare-Connolly.
“We hope that our latest news will
give the local communities surrounding

our homes assurances that there are
no concerns. Runwood Homes are
running a professional and stable
service where care quality meets the
levels expected and set by the Trusts
and Nursing and Residential Care
Home Standards. Our new structure
supports our enhanced quality
governance agenda, and has realised
proactive monitoring of our services to
ensure the high standard of care we
expect is as standard.”

9
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Care providers being priced out of the
jobs market by the NHS
A social care leader is calling for urgent reform to
enable care homes and home care companies in
Wales to compete with the NHS when it comes to
recruiting staff.
Care Forum Wales chair Mario Kreft says the NHS
is paying staff up to £1.50 an hour more for doing the
equivalent jobs and he has called on the Welsh
Government to introduce a system similar to the one
in Scotland where providers who pay more to their
staff are paid more in fees.
Because of the way funding was calculated for
publicly-funded individuals, care providers could usually
only afford to pay around £8 an hour to care
practitioners while the NHS in some parts of Wales were
paying £9.50 an hour, plus enhancements. At the same
time supermarkets were also paying more so care staff
were being attracted away by bigger pay packets.
Mr Kreft was speaking in response to a new report,
The cost of caring for an ageing population, by the
Finance Committee of the National Assembly for Wales.
He welcomed the report as an important

contribution to the debate about how social care is
going to be funded, once again raising the prospect of
introducing a new levy to pay for social care at a time
when the number of people aged over 85 is forecast
to double in the next two decades.
According to Mr Kreft, fundamental changes to the
“chronically flawed system” were needed before any
levy was introduced otherwise it would be like
throwing good money after bad.
“We did give evidence to this committee and their
report is important and very timely, not least because
of the Welsh Government’s decision to recognise
social care as one of the four foundation sectors in the
economy,” said Mr Kreft.
“We agree with many of the conclusions and
recommendations, particularly about valuing the
wonderful people who work in social care and
recognising the real cost of providing services when
they are being commissioned.
“When it comes to recruiting their own staff they
obviously pay significantly more which is totally unfair.

Person centred dementia care
be the difference you want to see

10

MARIO KREFT:
‘Unwittingly or
otherwise, people
are being poached
from social care.’

People doing a vital job in social care are not
recognised in the same way and rewarded financially
in the same way as those in the NHS.
“Social care has always been the Cinderella service
with a constant downward pressure on fees, with ever
escalating costs, some of which are a direct result of
extra regulation at a time of austerity.”
Mr Kreft adult social care providers would like to see
a system similar to the one in Scotland where there
was a simple mechanism to make sure that providers
who paid more to their staff received higher fees.
“At the moment the way things stand you can’t
compete with the NHS for staff and, unwittingly or
otherwise, people are being poached from social care.”
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legal landscape

P

romoting and safeguarding a person’s autonomy is a
fundamental right entrenched in national/international
legal systems. It is imperative that great consideration
and thought be given to developing legislation which
protects such rights.
The Mental Capacity (Amendment) Bill will replace the
Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards (DoLS) in the Mental
Capacity Act 2005. The bill as it currently stands would
introduce an amended version of the Liberty Protection
Safeguards (LPS) proposed by the Law Commission. However,
upon reviewing the proposed bill, it seems it has missed in
creating a robust regime which will protect people’s rights.
Of alarming concern is the proposal for placing responsibility
on care home managers in making arrangements for depriving
someone of their liberties. The proposed bill states that where

December 2018
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AMINA UDDIN, a solicitor
with Ridouts Professional
Services, outlines care
providers’ concerns about
proposed changes to
Deprivation of Liberty laws.
www.ridout-law.com

Deprivation of Liberties:
when will we get it right?

12

there is a potential DoLS in a care home, it
should be the responsibility of the care home
manager to carry out relevant assessments,
consultations, reviews and renewals for
authorisation of care and treatment measures
that may deprive people of their liberty and
put forward their findings to the local
authority as the ‘responsible body’.
This has generated many concerns and
understandably so. There are many
unanswered questions and many things that
could potentially go wrong with the new LPS
regime which may put people and care
providers at grave risk. Furthermore, such a
regime would mean that there was
insufficient independent scrutiny of the
proposed care arrangements.
Ministers have highlighted that one of the
reasons for this to be included in the
proposed bill was to try to achieve the
consideration of LPS at the earliest possible
point in the care planning stage; the care
home manager will essentially be responsible
for organising arrangements, but not the
delivery of care.
One would assume that such a task would
require additional training, yet the
Government has estimated to cost to be nil to
care providers, on the assumption that the care
managers would have the necessary skills to
carry this out already as they have previously
dealt with LPS’s predecessor, the DoLS.

The Government says care managers
would require half a days' training to ensure
that they are familiar with the new policy.
It is unrealistic to expect care managers
to fully understand and implement the
new system in such a short period of time,
especially when such training concerns
an area of law which is known to be
very complex.
Best Interests Assessors and DoLS medical
assessors all have extra training on top of
their existing qualifications and experience;
they all have mandatory refresher training on
an annual basis. Also, it is common
knowledge that staff retention within the care
sector is low.
This proposal is particularly worrying
considering that the care sector is already
under a significant amount of financial
pressure; adding such pressure will further
strain the resources in the sector.
Conflict of interest
Of further concern is the potential
likelihood of conflicts of interest caused by
placing assessment responsibilities on care
home managers.
The proposed responsibilities will include
identifying objections of any proposed
deprivation of liberties, arranging
assessments, making a decision as to whether
an appropriate person and/or an advocate

needs to be appointed, as well as deciding
who should act as the appropriate person for
people who do not have the mental capacity
to make decisions.
In other words, the care manager is
essentially deciding whether to deprive a
person of their liberties, whilst also
determining whether the placement is right
for the person and whether any objections
have been made by the person regarding the
placement. This type of conflict may put the
care managers’ integrity at risk.
The proposed bill is troublesome to say the
least. It fails to identify the strain this new
regime will put on care managers and the
care sector in general.
Above all else, the proposed bill does not
protect a person’s rights, as having care
managers complete assessments and make
decisions in relation to deprivations of a
person’s liberty creates a conflict of interest.
The Parliamentary process of approving the
proposed bill is still in progress, so there is
hope yet. However, if the proposed bill
succeeds in replacing the current DoLS regime,
it will be a missed opportunity.
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Mental capacity reforms are not fit
for purpose, say social care groups
Social care interest groups from across the care
sector are calling on the Government to urgently
rethink its Mental Capacity (Amendment) Bill that is
now at a crucial parliamentary stage.
Concerns about the legislation are outlined in a
new paper ahead of the House of Lords committee
stage. The paper reflects the views of a wide range of
organisations that represent people using support
services, their families, care provider organisations
and infrastructure bodies.
The group is also uneasy about the focus on how
reforms will save an estimated £200m a year which
calls into question the motives for change. There are
also fears about the financial and practical impact of
care providers fulfilling their new LPS responsibility at a
time when the sector is already under enormous strain.
“The care sector has huge concerns about the
potential conflict of interest and the cost saving
motives involved in the government’s proposals,” said
Dr Rhidian Hughes, chief executive of the Voluntary
Organisations Disability Group (VODG).

“The reforms seem entirely at odds with the ethos
of care and services which focus on respecting the
rights and choices of people using care services. The
Government must go back to the drawing board and
reconsider the Law Commission’s original model of
reforming the laws designed to safeguard people who
need support.
“People’s rights must be protected and we’re ready
to work with government to get this legislation fit for
purpose.”
Another aspect of the Bill which social care groups
are worried about are the implications of transferring
responsibility for dealing with the backlog of DoLS
assessments from local authorities to care providers.
Judy Downey, chair of the Relatives and Residents
Association said it was neither fair nor appropriate to
give care home managers these new responsibilities
for vulnerable and often isolated people.
“It requires them to be judge and jury about
decisions in which they themselves could be
involved,” said Ms Downey.

“Our helpline hears too many stories of conflicts of
interest within families or with care homes, which
benefit from the independent professional oversight
now provided by Best Interest Assessors. Care home
managers are already overburdened with a range of
ever-increasing responsibilities in what is a demanding
and challenging role.”
Another major concern is that, according to the
groups which have signed the paper, these proposals
undermine the safeguards that protect people who
lack capacity to make decisions about their care.
“The Bill in its current form is simply unworkable
and, should it be railroaded through Parliament, there
are real dangers that the people that it seeks to protect
will suffer a great injustice and inadequate
safeguards,” said Care England chief executive
Professor Martin Green.
■

The paper is available at: www.vodg.org.uk/
wp-content/uploads/20181008-LPS-cross-sectorbriefing-with-logos-FINAL.pdf
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he Oxford English Dictionary defines the word ‘fact’ as
meaning “A thing which is known or proved to be true”. It is a
concern that we are frequently approached by care providers
whose draft inspection reports contain ‘facts’ about the operation of
the service at the time of an inspection by the Care Quality
Commission, which the providers tell us are not true. Fortunately,
CQC has a factual accuracy process which allows providers the
opportunity to correct ‘facts’ in a draft inspection report and to
provide evidence as to what the true position is. There have been
concerns about the factual accuracy process for some time and,
although improvements were made to the process by CQC following
the SSP Healthcare case in 2016, we note that the regulator is now
proposing further changes to the process
which appear likely to make it harder for the
2018, CQC requested comments from
providers to correct factual inaccuracies in a
providers in respect of the following proposals
report.
of changes to the factual accuracy process:
Providers will remember changes made to
the rating review process which introduced
word limits and restricted a provider’s ability
The costs of an inaccurate
to provide further evidence in support of
inspection report have never
areas where they stated that CQC had not
been greater and providers
followed the correct process.
shoud have the opportunity
It is no secret that rating reviews are often
to properly challenge
unsuccessful and, in our view, the process
leaves much to be desired in terms of
factual inaccuracies.
ensuring fairness.
Most recent figures published by CQC
show that to 31 December 2017, out of 478
1) To develop specific provider guidance
applications for rating reviews to adult
with clear instructions and examples.
social care services, only 26 ratings have
2) To make the form more simple and
been increased (at the core service or key
question level), and one rating had been
mandatory (the only way CQC will
decreased. In 353 cases, CQC had declined
accept provider information).
to consider the rating review on the basis
3) To word limit each point which is being
that the grounds for requesting a rating
made on the form, although not the
review had not been met.
number of points.
In circumstances where CQC has failed to
follow its processes in a number of ways, it
4) To ask the submission to identify where
can be difficult to provide full details of
and how the information supports the
CQC’s failures in the mere 500 word limit
point (rather than sending CQC lots of
which is permitted.
material).
We are concerned that changes proposed in
5) To stick strictly to the 10-day time limits
respect of the factual accuracy process may be
for submissions.
equally damaging to providers. On 17 October
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Lester Aldridge Solicitors
partner LAURA GUNTRIP
says proposed changes to
‘factual accuracy’ submissions
may make it harder for
providers to challenges
inspection reports.

6) To allow discretion to the time limit but
only in exceptional circumstances.
7) To develop a digital solution (this a
longer term aim).
We suspect that CQC’s proposals are in
response to several detailed factual accuracy
submissions from care providers, together
with supporting evidence.
Of course the contents of an inspection
report and the rating allocated to a provider
can be immensely damaging, in respect of
commissioning with the service and public
perception and, if a service is rated
Inadequate then it is extremely likely with
CQC’s current enforcement agenda that
further enforcement action will follow.
The costs of a negative and inaccurate
inspection report have never been greater
and as a matter of fairness, providers should
have the opportunity to properly challenge
any factual inaccuracies in a report.
We are concerned that the above
proposals indicate that CQC is intending to
seek to limit, not only the word count in
respect of each area of challenge to the
report, but also the supporting evidence
which a provider is currently able to
provide to CQC to prove the factual
position.
CQC has requested that providers share
their views in respect of these proposals by
31 October 2018 and we hope that a number
of providers have taken the time to provide
their reviews on these proposals. We now
await further news from CQC as to how it
will respond to that feedback.
Laura.Guntrip@LA-law.com
01202 786161
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A ‘no deal Brexit’ could
compromise recruitment
Provider representative body Care England has voiced
concern about the potential impact of a ‘no deal
Brexit’ on social care recruitment.
In evidence submitted to the Health and Social
Care Select Committee’s inquiry into the impact of a
‘no deal Brexit’ on health and social care, Care
England chief executive Professor Martin Green said
the prospect of a No-Deal Brexit accentuated the
fragility of the social care sector.
“It magnifies potential uncertainties in the
recruitment and retention of foreign workers upon
which many independent community care providers
depend,” said Prof. Green.
“Currently the sector includes 233,000 employees
that have foreign nationality. With vacancy rates
running at around 90,000 at any one time, this
dependency is significantly important to the
sustainability of the sector – particularly as it is
predicted that by 2035 an extra 650,000 social care
jobs will be required to keep pace with rising demand.
“We are worried that a No Deal Brexit would cut off,
or restrict, the foreign workers that we need and
depend upon”.
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Criticism over ‘recruitment
inflexibility’ is not justified
Regarding the piece ‘Care homes need to be
more flexible with working time, says jobless
mother’ (CT, Nov. 2019): by the end of the article
I could have cried with sadness.
Of course care homes want carers with the
sort of skills your contributor has. Of course we
do. But while we are accused of not being flexible,
the answer is that we take our responsibilities to
our residents seriously.
If we take on all the staff that want to work
school hours only, who is going to look after the
residents at other times? How can I retain good
staff if one or two are treated differently?
They sound like good managers over there in
Oxfordshire; doing the right thing for their
residents and their staff. I applaud them, it’s hardly
‘short sighted’ to want robust staffing.
Care is a vocation and we make sacrifices to
look after people 24 hours a day. I’m lucky to
work with 140 people who work over seven days

a week and over 24 hours a day and do they find
it easy? Of course not. Why are care homes
singled out? Can a police officer ask just to work
Monday to Friday 9 – 3. Can an A & E nurse?
What about a fire fighter?
Maybe they can but I don’t think it’s expected
that these services are only available Monday to
Friday 9 – 3 and do we accuse them of not being
flexible?
Your contributor surmises that care work is not
for people with children to look after and this is
simply not true. Is there sufficient childcare
available to support carers with children?
Probably not. Perhaps the real problem is not
that care homes need to be more flexible but
that childcare needs to be accessible and
affordable to enable mothers who wish to work
in care to do so.
– Alison Redhead, home manager
Minster Grange, York
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t is no secret that the care sector has relatively low
levels of pay in return for high levels of responsibility
and pressure. With this in mind, it is perhaps little
surprise that many care providers are facing significant
shortages of staff.
Skills for Care recently reported a rise of more than
22,000 vacancies in the care sector over the last year,
meaning that there are now more than 110,000 vacant jobs
in the adult social care sector, showing the massive
challenge facing care service providers, even before the
true impact of Brexit on immigration is known – Skills for
Care reports that EU nationals filled 104,000 jobs in adult
social care in the UK.
The growing gap between levels of demand for social
care and expenditure, as well as increases in the number of
adults needing care for complex conditions and an ageing
population, mean that demand for social care workers is
only likely to increase. This means that service providers
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STEVE SAWYER,
director of Access
Health and Social Care,
says using technology
to increase productivity
is the key to raising
employee satisfaction
levels and solving the
current retention levels
in the sector.
0845 345 3300 hsc.info@theaccessgroup.com

Having the right tools for the job
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need to improve their processes and working
conditions to ensure that they can continue to
offer the highest levels of care.
When you look at the rates of pay and
levels of responsibility for a supermarket
worker, for example, compared to a carer, the
challenge facing service providers is
significant. Many of the managing directors
and CEOs in the industry that we speak to
find that searching for and attracting people
with the right values for care was the major
obstacle, particularly when competing with
less challenging and often better paid work.
This means that many employers are
facing an increasingly competitive
environment to find and keep the best talent
in the sector. Many are now turning away
from making recruitment decisions based on
CV and prior experiences in favour of a more
progressive values and skills-based
approach. Recruiting using psychometric
assessments, for example, reveals far more
about a candidate’s soft skills, such as
resilience and adaptability, which could
highlight those individuals who would not
have stood out during a traditional interview.
The Department of Health and Social Care
has told the sector that it will be launching a
recruitment drive with television advertising
among a range of marketing channels. While
this is welcome, a similar campaign by the
Department of Education has not managed
to solve the shortage of teachers, despite

more attractive salaries on offer.
We find that many carers who leave jobs
are not leaving the sector as a whole, rather
moving to another care home or care
provider. Skills for Care estimates that the
staff turnover rate of directly employed staff
working in the adult social care sector was
30.7%. This equates to about 390,000 people
leaving jobs over the year.

While technology is not a silver
bullet for the retention crisis in
the care sector, enabling staff
to perform their jobs with a
minimum of frustration will
only help forward-thinking
care homes and homecare
providers to keep hold of
their best talent.
Most of these leavers don’t leave the sector
however; 67% of recruitment in social care is
from other roles within the sector.
This suggests that service providers who
can foster a high level of employee
satisfaction could benefit hugely from
improved retention levels among staff who
have a genuine passion to provide
outstanding levels of care.

Many sectors are reaping the advantages of
technology that enable staff to spend more
time on the high quality, high value part of
their job, reducing the amount of admin,
office work and duplication.
Not only will this enable the sector to
achieve higher productivity during the
current staff shortage, but also offer existing
employees the opportunity to spend more of
their time providing all-important face-toface care, which for most, is the reason they
enter the sector in the first place.
Employers must also ensure that staff have
the best tools to complete their daily tasks.
Mobile devices enable carers to directly
access rotas, expense management and client
care plans.
In the homecare sector, this is particularly
useful to reduce the number of unnecessary
visits to the office and instantly access
useful and up-to-date information about
their clients.
While technology is not a silver bullet for
the retention crisis in the care sector, enabling
staff to perform their jobs with a minimum of
frustration will only help forward-thinking
care homes and homecare providers to keep
hold of their best talent.
While the sector searches for a long-term
solution to the current staffing crisis,
increasing productivity with technology is
crucial for care providers to maximise the
returns from their current staff.
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are Home Managers have a broad range of
responsibilities, from providing the best
possible care through to improving CQC
ratings. Without effective technology solutions, this
can quickly become overwhelming and difficult to
manage.
Many care homes struggle with a shortage of skilled
staff and, coupled with increases in the minimum
wage, their employees’ time is the most precious
resource. With enormous workloads, staff are often
overworked, which can result in lengthy waiting times
for residents in need of help or care. Often the best
performing care homes have a greater understanding
of this, and, by implementing smart solutions, avoid
wasting staff time completing paperwork. Examples of
these solutions include automation and ‘cloud’
technology. For example, a remote nurse call reporting
system automatically records, monitors, and analyses
care home activity, so staff do not waste their time
ticking boxes and adding notes to forms.
Care home managers and owners can access this
information remotely and quickly, and compare
performance against previous periods for each care
home, or even groups of homes. Reports also improve
staff planning, which in turn contributes to more
effective management of human resources. Automated
performance reports save staff time and provide more
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A difficult role in a care home:
how can technology help?

accurate data for management personnel.
Simon Pedzisi is director of Care Services at
Nightingale Hammerson, a leading specialist
residential care home and charity that has just been
awarded an overall ‘Outstanding’ rating by the CQC.
He shares his experience of Courtney Thorne
equipment: “Delivering the highest standards of care
is the number one priority for Nightingale Hammerson.

The Courtney Thorne nurse call
system is easy to operate for
both staff and patients, and
affords added value to our
management team with up-todate and easy-to-access data.
This data ensures that we have
accurate information about
response rates, helping us
reassure relatives about the
standard of care being provided
to their loved ones.”
That’s only one suggestion on
how technology can improve
daily care home operations.
Courtney Thorne looked into more issues Care Home
Managers face, and have developed a series of
innovative solutions to help solve them.
Contact Courtney Thorne to learn how their
technology can help reduce stress and create a calmer
home environment.
www.c-t.co.uk
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Building your care home’s
online presence
A fantastic online presence is key to appealing to
prospective residents and is an essential part of a care
home’s overall marketing strategy.
Research shows that health related information is the
single most searched internet topic. When families need
help with caring for a loved one they go online to
research, not only looking at their care options but also
for information that can help the family to decide on the
best way forward and answer their questions.
Shaun Louis is the founder of the Social Care Hub, a
leading marketing agency working with care and nursing
homes across the country. He says: “As a care home,
being ahead of the curve in terms of your online presence
allows you to be found earlier in consumer’s online
journey, and if done correctly will keep your brand top of
mind when they start looking at their care options.”
Now this is all well and good, but how do you go about
getting started?
Blog
A blog is a great place to start, not only for improving your
search engine rankings but building relevant and
informative content that you can post across all of your
care home’s social media accounts to drive more traffic
to your website.
Louis’ advice is to begin is by mapping out all of the
questions you get asked by people first enquiring into
your home and think about what information prospective
residents and their families would find useful. He adds,
“For example, you may get lots of questions initially about
funding a care home place. Using this information, you
could create a post around paying for care home fees,
break down the options available for different groups and
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end the post with a clear call to action such as getting in
touch with your care manager who can arrange a time to
view the home.”
Search Engine Optimisation
Optimising your website for search engines to get on that
first page is key to increasing traffic and enquiries on your
website. There are many factors affecting your search
engine ranking and these are always changing, however
Louis outlines a few things that you can do to keep on
top.
Research the competition: Find out what keywords
your competitors come up for in search results, and who
is linking to their website e.g. ‘Care Homes in
Cambridge’. You can then use these findings to inform
your own strategy.
Mobile first design: Make sure your website is
mobile friendly & easy to navigate. “Over 52% of web
pages globally are served to mobile devices, meaning it
is integral to have a mobile optimised website. This
avoids users leaving your site due to the fact it can’t be
navigated on the device they are using,” he says.
Work on gaining new backlinks: backlinks remain
the biggest factor affecting your websites ranking in
search engines. Louis says “in essence this means
another website with a link directly to yours”. You can
start by asking suppliers and partner companies to link
you on their websites and ensure that any external web
content created about your company includes a link back
to your care home’s site.
Keywords: Keywords are incredibly important when
optimising your website for search engines. Louis
believes the best way to get started is by planning out a

This feature aims to give you
a range of useful and
actionable tips to help you
get ahead of the curve and
make an impact online.

list of keywords or search terms you want your website
to appear in search engines for, and use this to inform all
of the content created for your website either in your
pages or blog posts. However, he mentioned that it is key
with this to also write fluidly and integrate keywords into
your pages’ content, rather than placing a list of them in
one area of your site.
Paid Search Ads
Another highly effective way to gain new enquiries is to
run paid search ads, these are search engine like listings
served at the top and bottom of the search engines’
results pages.
Similar to search engine optimisation, you would need
to start by drafting up different search terms that your
prospective residents would look for online e.g. ‘Care
Home in Reading’ or ‘Dementia Care in Reading’. You
can then run ads on a pay per click basis against these
search terms, that are targeted to people in your
geographical area.
Using a platform like Google AdWords or Bing Ads is
by no means a plug and play solution, and there are lots
of complexities to get right. Louis adds, “Despite this and
with ongoing monitoring and tweaking, paid search ads
are a fantastic way to gain traffic and generate good
quality and targeted enquiries.”
Social Media
The rise of social media has given care homes the unique
opportunity to reach prospective residents and keep the
conversation going with people who visit your website
but have not yet made an enquiry.
Louis goes on to say, “Most of success on social
media comes down to stories and emotion, and with so
much great stuff going on in care homes it makes
regularly posting out content onto these platforms a nobrainer.”
Relevant content could include your blog posts,
residents’ stories, updates, events and documenting day
to day activities in your home and will help in building
brand awareness.
Working on your social media presence will not only
set you apart from the competition, but make prospective
residents and families feel more confident about the
quality of your home and the care provided there when
researching online.
www.socialcarehub.co.uk
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recent study by Skills for Care
projected that by 2035 the UK will
need to source an additional 950,000
jobs to support the adult social care sector (a
59% increase year-on-year). To put this into
perspective, between 2012-2017, the number
of jobs in care home services with nursing
increased by just four per cent. With an
ageing population and 110,000 adult social
care job vacancies at any one time, the need
for social care jobs is now greater than ever.
The Royal Alfred has been providing care
for more than 150 years, so we know a thing
or two about how to nurture a strong
workforce. We are a registered charity
established in 1865; to provide nursing,
dementia, residential and respite care to
retired seafarers and their dependants from
across the UK. We strongly believe in
nurturing our staff throughout all stages of
their career and recognise the current issues
facing the adult care sector, which means we
do all we can to support those that dedicate
so much of their lives to caring for others.
It is easy to see why staff at the Royal Alfred
choose the home to develop their career and
we pride ourselves on the support and
training we offer our team in their careers.
Our dedicated in-house trainer,
Sharon Hicks, delivers on
average eight courses per month
for staff across the home,
providing support whenever it is
required. The training hours
equate to 115 hours put into
specific training of our staff
across 2018 so far.
We also provide staff with a
specialist Maritime Acquaint
Training programme in order
for employees to experience the demands of
working at sea. Working at sea is a dangerous
profession and talks from experienced
seafarers, trips aboard shipping vessels and
unique training sessions discussing personal
experiences of those employed at sea provide
an insight to the lives of residents and
enables care to be tailored to individual
requirements.
We’re proud of the fact that staff training
levels at the home reached an all-time of high
of 100% in 2018, meaning each member of
staff has the necessary skills to deliver an
excellent standard of care and compassion
for all our residents.
Many of our staff choose to make Royal
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Commander BRIAN BOXALL-HUNT, chief
executive of specialist maritime charity, The
Royal Alfred Seafarers’ Society, explores how
the recruitment and retention of staff is key to
the running of a successful care home.

Creating a
happy workforce
cent, compared to the Society’s much lower
14 per cent, a figure we are proud of. As a
charity that specialises in delivering
dementia care to retired seafarers and their
dependents, this is crucial in developing
trusting relationships between staff and
residents, providing a comfortable and
supportive environment in which to live.
Our latest annual satisfaction survey
showed that 98% of residents felt their
expectations were being met or exceeded
by the care team, which is
testament to the benefits
Trips aboard shipping
brought about by having a
strong team.
vessels and talks from
The most important
those employed at sea
thing in measuring the
provide an insight to the
effect of a strong team
lives of residents and
within a care home is the
effect it has
enables care to be tailored
on residents.
to individual requirements.
The Society’s home is
consistently at capacity of
around 65 beds and we regularly have a
This year, we awarded five staff
waiting list of people to join, demonstrating
members ten-year service awards, a
the positive effect the strong recruitment
tradition that is annually celebrated with
and retention of staff has on the home, its
those hitting their milestones at the home.
residents and tenants.
In a sector, where on average, the length
With such unique opportunities here for
of time in a nursing care home role is 3.9
staff to develop their skills, we truly
years; at Royal Alfred, we stand out with
believe this strongly contributes towards
an average of 6.5 years.
our excellent staff retention rates as like the
Collectively, the long serving
outstanding care we offer our residents,
employees have given more than 220
with that also comes the care and support
combined years to the Society, with an
to our staff.
additional 40 staff serving between five
and ten years, supporting our residents
■ To find out more about the Royal Alfred
with valuable experience.
Seafarers’ Society visit:
The current staff turnover rate within the
www.royalalfredseafarers.co.uk
adult social care industry sits at 30.7 per

Alfred a long-term career choice, one in
particular, Anne Kasey, who this year
celebrated her 35th year at the Society.
Starting out as a nurse, Anne worked her
way up to become the home’s most senior
nurse and eventually home manager in 2005.
Anne is a prime example of the high-level of
support staff at the Society receive to help
develop and sustain a strong career in the
care sector and she is not alone in her
devotion to the home and sector.
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Miele prescribes a new laundry
facility for Select Medical

S
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elect Medical manufactures products
for the health and care sectors. These
include alternating pressure mattresses
and active seating which relieve pressure and
improve comfort for hospital patients and
care recipients. It also provides these
products to equipment loan stores, which
lend the items to hospitals and care homes.
With a decontamination facility on its site,
Select Medical offers a laundry service for the
products it manufactures, as well as other
items that need decontaminating, such as
slings and mattress covers.
Select Medical’s decontamination centre
used to be some distance from its main office
and it was keen create a new facility closer.
This was an opportune time for the
organisation to re-equip its facility with new
washing machines and tumble dryers.
Select Medical had to ensure that its new
machines would thoroughly disinfect items to
meet the high standards of hygiene it sets for
itself – washing items up to 95°C and drying
them under 50°C degrees, as well as adhering
to NHS infection control guidelines. As Select
Medical washes items that are heavily soiled,
it needed washing machines with specialist
programmes to remove any traces of
contamination and stains.
Having used Miele machines previously,
they were confident that it was the best
brand for its laundry processes due to being
able to wash items at high temperatures and
meet disinfection standards. Miele’s
reputation for the quality, reliability, and
durability of its equipment was also a huge
draw for Select Medical who worked closely
with Millers UK, a partner of the Professional
division of Miele, to discuss their
requirements and to install the new machines
and waste pipes.
Millers UK installed Miele’s PW 6241 [EL
MF], a front-loading washer-extractor with a
low level of energy and water consumption.
It provides a bespoke sluice wash, which
carries out a pre-wash cycle that removes
solid particles from heavily soiled items
before adding detergent, allowing

contaminated water to pass out of the
machine before the main wash begins and
ensuring that heavily soiled items are fully
disinfected.
A Miele PT 8407 [PTM D ARP] tumble
dryer was also installed, featuring a
honeycomb drum to help maintain the
quality of items. It also features Miele’s

minimising costs for running its laundry
facility.
“As we decided to build a new
decontamination centre with new appliances,
it was essential that we maintained our high
standards on infection control,” said Select
Medical managing director David Elstone.
“We were pleased with how the Miele

LEFT: Miele’s PW 6241
low energy washerextractor

RIGHT: Miele’s PT 8407
hot air recycling dryer

patented Air Recycling Plus, which puts hot
air back in the dryer so that it doesn’t have to
constantly use energy to reheat. Millers also
set up a bespoke drying cycle, which
reduced the drying temperature from 74°C
to 55°C to ensure items being dried don’t
shrink. The new machines also provide a
bespoke sluice wash programme; especially
important for soiled items which can be
disinfected to the required standard.
Select Medical’s new Miele machines now
enable its cleaning technicians to disinfect all
of the equipment they launder to the high
standard that customers require, helping all
users of their equipment to meet NHS
infection control guidelines. By upgrading its
machines, Select Medical continues to help
care homes and hospitals deliver a safe and
hygienic environment for patients, care
recipients and staff.
Using energy efficient machines, cleaning
technicians at Select Medical are able to
provide hospitals and care homes with
thoroughly disinfected items, while

machines had helped us meet our guidelines
previously, and knew that it should stay as
our brand of choice in our new centre. Our
cleaning technicians wash a wide range of
items, and all of them need to be cleaned to
the same high standards. The bespoke
programmes that our new machines provide
mean we can wash items according to how
they are used. Also, thanks for our gentle
bespoke drying programme, we are able to
prolong the life of medical equipment.”
Hospitals and care homes that use Select
Medical for laundering medical equipment
can rest assured that these items aren’t
infecting their clean health environments.
Select Medical ensures that it has reliable and
quality machines that can thoroughly clean
items; particularly important as it washes
items that are prone to infection. As Select
Medical’s machines ensure that it maintains
the quality of items it washes, hospitals and
care homes can extend how long their
expensive equipment is used for and stay
within budgetary constraints.
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Thornhill pair worked hard to complete their
higher apprenticeships
Two care home workers, Ligi Malayil
and Hanaa Akash, who work at Thornhill
care home in Huddersfield, have
both completed higher apprenticeships,
studying for the degree-equivalent
qualifications while holding down
full-time jobs.
Deputy home manager Ligi is also a
mother of two young children while
residential team leader Hanaa, who is
originally from Sudan, was also studying
for her English GCSE at the same time.
Both spent around 10 hours a
week for two-and-a-half years working
towards their Level 5 Higher
Apprenticeships in Health and Social
Care-Adult Management.
“It was a lot of stress working full-time
with two small children,” said Ligi, who has
worked at Thornhill for 12 years.
“But I wanted to really push myself to
achieve more.

“My next step is to consider a
master’s but my nursing practice is
more important.”
Hanna, who started at Thornhill as a
domestic worker 10 years ago, said she
would now rest for awhile before
considering her next goal.
“It was a lot of work studying for twoand-a-half years, and to learn the English
language as well, but I am delighted to
have achieved this,” she said.
Thornhill manager Jonathan Edwards
said everyone at the care home was very
proud of Ligi and Hanaa for completing
their Higher Apprenticeships.
“It is a phenomenal achievement,
considering the other commitments and
responsibilities they both have,” said
Jonathan. “They are great role models
for anyone considering going back
into education.”
Thornhill is part of the Hill Care group

Thornhill care home workers Ligi Malayil and Hanaa Akasha have both
completed their Higher Apprenticeships.
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Appointments

Borough Care has appointed Mark Dale as its new
catering & hospitality manager.
Mark’s role is a new one at Borough Care, as the
not-for-profit provider previously outsourced residents’ meals and has recently
brought the meal service back in-house.
In his new role, Mark Dale will be responsible for leading the catering team,
setting standards in food preparation and monitoring the quality of food and
service. Mark will look after the implementation of a safe,
well-balanced meal provision across Borough Care’s
homes. A key part of this will be working with suppliers,
to ensure the sustainability of the food served, and
providing tailor made food packages for residents with
special dietary requirements.
Mark’s role will also include leading on the training and
development of the catering teams at each of Borough
Care’s 11 homes in the Stockport area.

The new manager of Stobars Hall residential home in Kirkby
Stephen marked her arrival by hosting a Macmillan coffee
morning.
Kirstie Wood and her staff laid on an amazing spread for
residents and their families which raised an estimated £100.
She also invited the local district nursing team who are
regularly involved in the residents’ care at The Franklyn
Group-owned home.
Kirstie has been in post just a few weeks and came up with the idea of
contributing to the World’s Biggest Coffee Morning as a great way of introducing
herself whilst at the same time supporting such a worthwhile cause.
“It’s lovely to organise an event like this to bring the staff, residents and their
families together, as well as the healthcare professionals who have regular contact
with our residents at Stobars Hall,” said Kirstie.
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national homecare provider Carewatch Care Services has
appointed Mark Stephenson, a healthcare professional with
more than 15 years of leadership experience, as its new chief
executive to drive growth and service excellence.
Mark has managed businesses across a range of industry
sectors including clinical homecare, dentistry and
pharmaceuticals, and has a clear understanding of the
healthcare market. He joins Carewatch at an exciting time, as
it seeks to grow its private pay business as well as continue to serve its local
authority customers nationwide. Mark will be responsible for managing all of
Carewatch’s owned and franchised operations and will spearhead the company’s
growth, using new technology and systems to drive expansion.

new Care has appointed Lisa Forth as activities coordinator at its flagship care centre Grosvenor Manor in
Chester. Lisa is responsible for delivering a purposeful and
meaningful activities programme for the residents at
Grosvenor Manor. Before joining new Care, Lisa held a similar
activities role within another local care centre where she
managed the activities team and built up a strong activities
programme over a seven year period.

Chesterfield-based specialist care care provider Heathcotes
Group has appointed Hocine Benhafsi as head of
recruitment to support its nationwide expansion.
Hocine brings over five years’ experience encompassing
both agency and internal recruitment within the health and
social care sector. Prior to joining Heathcotes, he spent two
years as talent acquisition business partner at Turning Point,
a leading social enterprise providing health and social care
services for people with complex needs in 200 locations across England and Wales.
He will now be overseeing recruitment for over 62 specialist services for adults with
learning disabilities, mental illness and associated challenging behaviours.

OUTSTANDING
Congratulations to the following care homes and services which have been recently
rated as ‘Outstanding’ by the Care Quality Commission:
FERUARY

DECEMBER
■

Caring Times Christmas Lunch
DATE: December 13
VENUE: The Dorchester Hotel, London

■

National Care Awards Winners Lunch
DATE: February 21
VENUE: Coutts, London

For further information on all these events, or to book a conference place,
telephone the Events Team on 020 7720 2109
Alternatively, email nicola@hawkerpublications.com
or visit www.careinfo.org/events to download a booking form.

SEMInARS COnFEREnCES AnD ExHIBITIOnS
MARCH 2019

For a free listing of your
care sector focused event,
email the editor:
editor@caringtimes.plus.com

■

Future of Care Conference
DATE: March 19
VENUE: The King’s Fund, 11 Cavendish

Square, London, W1G 0An
ORGANISER: Care Roadshows/Broadway
Events
TEL: 01425 838393
E: info@broadwayevents.co.uk

■ Heanton, a 53-bed nursing home
near Barnstaple, Devon, operated by
Evolve Care Group. Manager: Paula
Mascall.
■ Sunnyfield, a 10-bed learning
disability service near Wakefield, West
Yorkshire, operated by Millennium
Care. Manager: Jamie Firth.

■ Birkenhead Court, a 60-bed care
home in Birkenhead, Merseyside,
operated by Anchor. Manager: Mary
Hardy. Anchor says they now have
the most outstanding rated
residential care homes for older
people compared with their
competitors of similar sizes across
the country.

■ Douglas House, a 4-bed
specialist care home in Plymouth,
operated by The Regard Group.
Manager:Lisa Runnalls.

■ Perry Manor, an 82-bed care
home in Worcester, operated b yCare
UK. Manager: Katherine Matthews.
This is Care UK’s fourth home to
secure an outstanding rating.

Rated ‘Outstanding’?
let us help spread the word, email: editor@caringtimes.plus.com
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Pushing the boundaries of

S
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outh coast care home provider Colten
Care has appointed two more
Admiral Nurses to its team, including
one at consultant level, under an
expanding partnership with Dementia UK.
The move follows the success of a first
Admiral Nurse, Kay Gibson, in developing a
group-wide dementia care strategy.
Kay’s ongoing input will be strengthened
by new appointees Adam Smith and Tracy
Logan with the trio working together to
support residents, families and communities
at Colten’s 20 nursing homes, including its
five dementia-specific settings.
Adam is one of only a handful of
Consultant Admiral Nurses nationally and
the first to be appointed by a private care
home provider.
An Admiral Nurse for several years, he
has moved to Colten from Dementia UK
where he had consultant responsibility for
the South of England and Wales.
He previously worked for the Royal
British Legion, being operationally
responsible for developing its Admiral
Nurse teams in Hampshire and Somerset
under an independent living support
programme.
At Colten, Adam will lead the
development and clinical supervision of the
Admiral Nurse team. He will be based at St
Catherines View in Winchester and also have
direct responsibility for Newstone House in
Sturminster Newton, Dorset.
“Getting to know Colten Care over the
years I have been amazed by the skills, talent
and passion of the care and nursing staff at
all levels,” said Adam.
“I’ve been inspired by what they are doing
as an organisation and wanted to be part of
it. Their enthusiasm is infectious. This
further investment in Admiral Nurses really
puts Colten Care at the forefront of dementia
expertise in the care home sector. As a highly
specialist team we will be able to drive
forward strategy and keep pushing
boundaries.”
Tracy Logan joins Colten with extensive
experience as a learning disability nurse,
helping people with complex mental health
needs.

dementia care
COLTEN CARE has built a team of three Admiral nurses to
help residents and families meet the challenges of dementia.

Colten Care’s Admiral Nurse team: Adam Smith,
Kay Gibson and Tracy Logan.

Based at Linden House in Lymington, one
of her first tasks will be helping the families
of residents settling into a newly opened
floor of 15 bedrooms.
“Colten Care has a great reputation for
helping people to live well with dementia,”
said Tracy
“Dementia care is becoming more personcentred and family-focused all the time and
our new team will see us ideally positioned
to reach out to the wider communities
served by our homes as well as the residents
actually living with us.”
Since Kay was appointed in 2016, Colten
has evolved a dementia care strategy

focused on clinical care, companionship and
other parts of the care mix.
To support families, she has run regular
community drop-in sessions, something the
wider team will continue.
Colten’s first Admiral Nurse, Kay Gibson,
will now be based at The Aldbury in Poole
and also have responsibility for Fernhill in
Longham.
Operations director Elaine Farrer said that,
by investing in Admiral Nurse provision
Colten Care was helping residents and
relatives overcome the challenges associated
with dementia.
“It is fantastic news for our continual
journey of improvement for the benefit of
residents, families and communities,” said
Elaine.
Admiral Nurses are part of Colten Care’s
wider commitment to dementia awareness
which has seen more than 80% of its entire
staff join the Dementia Friends programme.
Dementia UK provides specialist
dementia support for families through
Admiral Nurses. When things get
challenging or difficult for people with
dementia and their families, Admiral Nurses
work alongside them, giving the one-to-one
support, expert guidance and practical
solutions they need.
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Buyacarehome team assists Walden Care with growth aspirations
Walden Care have purchased two operating
care homes and also have a funding facility
in place to refurbish their existing units and
purchase one turnkey home.
Buyacarehome partners Chandler & Co,
Mitchells Accountants and Windles
Solicitors successfully delivered, acting for
legal, accountancy and mortgage
requirements respectively.
These were the third and fourth
acquisitions for Walden Care, taking the total
number of beds to 254 and they have
ambitious plans to continue to grow. They
needed to put together a dedicated
professional team to enable them to complete
purchases quickly and smoothly, most
notably within a three-month period.
Jonathon Read, senior broker at Chandler &
Co who arranged the mortgage for the deal,
said: “We have worked with Walden Care
managing director Mike Whitehead for many
years now and continue to work with an
increasing amount of group operators who

are looking to expand in the sector.
Unfortunately, the client’s existing bank could
not assist with their ambitious growth plans.
“As Chandler & Co have access to the
whole market, we were able to agree a
competitive mortgage package with a bank
who matches their ambitions and will enable
them to grow in line with this. The market is
increasingly turbulent which highlights the
necessity for complete market coverage and
sophisticated presentation. Working
alongside Mitchells and Windles enabled us
to ensure that any issues that arose
throughout the process were able to be
addressed as quickly as possible. In the
current market it’s important to work with
healthcare specialists to deal with these
issues efficiently.”
Walden Care managing director Mike
Whitehead, who ran a family owned care
group prior to setting up Walden Care, said:
“It is extremely important that as we look to
grow we have a group of trusted advisors. In

Chandler & Co, Mitchells and Windles we
have a fantastic team.
“I have worked with Jonathon Read at
Chandler & Co on a number of transactions.
He has delivered each and every time. I
cannot speak highly enough of his
professionalism and knowledge in the sector.
At every stage of the business he has given us
the correct advice and provided a number of
options for us to choose from.
“Tony Hornsby at Mitchells Accountants
has been involved since we created Walden
Care. His advice is invaluable and allows us
to assess potential acquisitions from every
angle to ensure we make the correct decision.
“Daniel Corker at Windles is the most
efficient and proactive solicitor I have ever
dealt with. He looks for solutions at every
juncture rather than just reporting problems
back. It is a testament to all three
organisations that we would not enter into a
transaction without them being involved and
working alongside us.”
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interview
Q

Before we talk about Jewish Care,
let’s start where it all began. How did
you come into a career in social care?

A

At university I realised I wanted a career
where I could make a difference to people
and the world we live in. A qualification in
social work seemed like the best ticket to doing
this.
My first jobs were in local authority social
work teams. After more than a decade in local
government I became increasingly frustrated at
working within the rigid statutory framework
whilst being asked to do more for less. My entry
into the voluntary sector provided me with a less
restricted and more innovative environment.
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Having been at the helm of a major
social care provider for more than 15
years, earlier this year SIMON MORRIS
announced his decision to step down as
chief executive of Jewish Care. Here he
speaks about why he left, his concerns
for the sector and how he now hopes to
share his 35 years of social care
experience with others

We need bold leaders
Q
A

You were at Jewish Care for more than
20 years; why did you decide to leave?

It was an incredibly difficult decision but, I
think for both myself and Jewish Care the
time was right. Leading a £50m social care
charity is all consuming. Whilst I miss the people
I don’t regret leaving, which I assume means I
made the right decision.

Q
A
32

Looking back what do you think is
your biggest achievement in this role?

Delivering front line social care services is
dependent on recruiting and retaining a
committed workforce that deliver services with
shared values. More than a decade ago we developed
and embedded a strong set of values into Jewish
Care. We placed these at the heart of everything.
We recruited our staff based on their values.
We had a 1,400 strong workforce from 71
different nationalities with the same core values
working together to provide culturally sensitive
care services to one community.
Anyone can build lovely looking new care
homes but building a team that is caring and
compassionate towards each other and our clients
is, I believe, a much bigger achievement.

Q

You have handed the baton over to
Daniel Carmel-Brown, Jewish Care’s
former director of marketing and
communications. What do you think his
biggest challenges will be?

A

Like every social care organisation, Jewish
Care’s two biggest challenges will be
funding and recruitment of front line care staff.
Jewish Care is fortunate to be supported by
the community in terms of time and money. The
challenge going forward is going to be to engage
the future generations, many of whom are less
connected to their community, in supporting
Jewish Care.

Q

You have, over the years, been
outspoken about the need for
investment and reform in the sector.
What do you think needs to change?

A

Social care is an under-valued profession
and service. People are being forgotten and
I find that very depressing. With an ageing
population this must change. This needs to start
with a significant investment in social care
services.
The truth is we can’t and never will be able to
afford a national social care system, we can
barely afford our NHS. It is time we accept the
limitations of the NHS and make some radical
long term forms to our health and social care
sectors.
I don’t think this is just about increases to
taxation by another penny or two or lowering
the high rate of tax but a more targeted approach
to income generation. Nominal charges for stays
in hospitals, GP visits or referral fees. Central to
any changes must by the principle by which our
welfare system was built upon; services for all

regardless of their ability to pay.
When it comes to social care services we as a
society need to have a total rethink and shift in
the way we plan for our own and our families’
individual social care needs. We have a system
that is increasingly being negotiated by families
managing their personal wealth with
expectations the state will pay.
Addressing the long term funding of social
care is not a vote winner. Our politicians would
rather not have this difficult conversation. We
need bold leaders to talk about the
responsibilities of individuals, partnerships
between local authorities and families who can
afford to meet funding shortfalls. Without any of
this we will continue to fail those who need us
most.
I am not optimistic we will see anything like
the radical reforms we need in the forthcoming
green paper.

Q
A

What does your future look
like for you?

I hope it is a future where I can continue to
help shape the sector and make a difference
to society with a particular focus on older
people. I want to use the knowledge and
experience I have gained to help others. If there
are opportunities to help drive through change I
would welcome them too.
Anyone interested in contacting me should
send me an email – my door is open to new
opportunities: simon@48consulting.co.uk
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assisted living

I

was saddened to read in the Care
Quality Commission’s State of Care
report that 1.4 million older people still
do not have access to the care and
support they need. In one of the most
economically thriving countries in the world,
and one where life expectancies are
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Brio Retirement Living managing director
JANE BARKER says a new approach to
retirement living is needed to change the
way we look at care for aging populations.

Retirement living
is part of the solution

34

continuing to rise, it is disheartening to see
that care providers are unable to provide the
support that people should expect.
With an ageing population, it has never
been more important for providers to work
together to run an effective system that caters
to the needs of the people in their area.
People are often reliant on how well different
parts of their local system work together.
With many people facing problems
accessing services, and others struggling to
receive a consistent or quality service, it’s
easy to see why friends and family carers
often have to step in to fill the gap.
I’ve spent the past two decades working in
the care industry and in that time, I have
become even more passionate about the
importance of getting this right for older
people in the UK. We only have to think of
our own loved ones’ futures to realise how
much of a high priority improving care for
older generations needs to be.
A key part of the solution must be to make
sure communities have access to the care and
support they need, and that there is capacity
to consistently meet demand, to a high
standard. As the managing director of Brio
Retirement Living, I have a responsibility to
be a part of the solution. Creating a new
retirement concept from scratch has given us
the opportunity to introduce an on-site care
service that meets the needs of our
homeowners conveniently, discreetly and
most importantly, reliably.
Construction has started at our first
communities in Chapelton, just outside
Aberdeen, and Stow-on-the-Wold and we
have ambitious growth plans for several

Couples whose health and
wellbeing needs are different can
move into their home together
and stay together – they can still
be home owners whilst accessing
all the care they need.
more across the UK. I believe that retirement
communities should provide so much more
than just homes. All of our sites will be
future-proofed, so our homeowners can
enjoy a supported later life – people who
otherwise might have moved into a care
home or struggled on in an unsuitable home,
as that was the only option available to them.
Whilst high quality, personalised care is a
key part of our offer, preventing ill health
also needs to be a top priority for any
organisation developing much needed
homes for older people. Research shows that
loneliness and social isolation can have a
profound impact on people’s health and
wellbeing and can be as damaging as
smoking 15 cigarettes a day.
At Brio, we always strive to support
residents to live the way they choose, with
care and the support of a vibrant
community helping to form key parts of this
approach to encourage independence, and
active, healthy later lifestyles. That’s why
our communities will have vibrant hubs, a
range of activities to get involved in,
picturesque grounds with walking trails, the
latest flexible technology and will play an
important part in the wider area.

I believe that care homes need to be part
of a wider range of options for people in
later life. One of my highest priorities in
creating the Brio Retirement Living offer
has been getting the care and support
right, so that our homeowners have that
peace of mind and reassurance that their
aspirations and needs will always be met.
Residents will have access to 24-hour,
seven-day support from our trained care
staff. This will be personalised to
individual needs and will adapt if these
change, whether it’s a few minutes’ help
that’s needed once a week or specialist
support. Homeowners will also know that
we will act with the utmost discretion and
that their privacy is assured.
It means that older people and their
families won’t have to worry about that
difficult discussion of moving from their
own home into a care home. Couples
whose health and wellbeing needs are
different can move into their home
together and stay together. For those
thinking about their children’s futures,
they can still be home owners whilst
accessing all the care they need.
These homes will be communities within
communities where bespoke care is
provided, offering a genuine alternative to a
care home, and that’s something I am
passionate about.
More widely though, as an older people’s
housing sector and as a country, we need to
take urgent action to support the needs of
the ageing population and ensure that as we
all get older, everyone can look forward to a
happy, healthy retirement.
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Northstar identifies prime site in North Yorkshire
Care home property development and project
management company Northstar has submitted
a planning application to re-develop a 1.8 acre
brownfield site in North Yorkshire for a 64-bed
care home.
If given the go-ahead the facility is spacious, with
more than 7.5 sqm day space per resident and all ensuite bedrooms in excess of 21sqm.
The location on the eastern edge of Stokesley in
North Yorkshire lends itself to the peaceful setting
required for frail, elderly residents whilst being close
enough to the town and its many satellite villages to
provide a central resource for elderly people across
this part of the region.
Northstar has identified the Georgian market town
of Stokesley has a huge latent demand for good
quality care with no care homes of its own currently.
Northstar’s development director Danny Sharpe
said demographic studies showed that the elderly
population was double the national average with three

times the number of households in the three highest
affluence groups.
“These opportunities only come along very rarely,
where a superb site coincides with a hugely
favourable demographic demand and competitor
study,” said Mr Sharpe.

Image of Northstar’s proposed 64-bed care home in Stokesley, North Yorkshire.

Barchester to run Octopus-funded facility in York
Investment company Octopus Healthcare has agreed
to fund the construction of a 64-bed care home in
Fulford, York. Octopus secured the land and planning
permission for the £11m care home development,
and will provide forward funding.
McGoff Construction will deliver the development for
Barchester Healthcare to lease and operate at
completion. The new care home will replace an old
facility at Fordlands, York, and the McGoff team have
worked closely with Octopus Healthcare, Barchester
and the City of York to design a suitable scheme that
is sympathetic with the surrounding areas.
“We are already working on similar projects for
Octopus and Barchester in Melbourn, Cambridgeshire
and for Barchester in Eastbourne and Denmead with
others to follow in the coming months, so to add York
to the portfolio is great news,” said McGoff
Construction operations director Declan McGoff.
The care home in Fulford will be arranged over three

36

“The site has uninterrupted views over to the North
York Moors National park and yet is only 450m from
the centre of Town.
“Upon grant of planning consent, Northstar will
be talking to investors to move this very exciting
project forward.”

floors, and built to traditional construction methods on
piled foundations with a part basement for plant. The
eternal façade has been specifically designed to
reflect York’s architectural heritage, incorporating red
facings, timber cladding, timber window and doors as
well as slate-style roof coverings.
“This genuinely was a team effort in obtaining the
planning permission for the development,” said
Octopus development director Richard Dooley.
“We worked closely with the local authority and
local community to design a much needed facility for
the local area. This is a great example of how we can
add value to our operator partnerships securing sites
and planning.”
Octopus investment director Freddie Richards
said Octopus carefully selected its partners to make
sure it was teamed up with operators and
developers who truly understand what best in class
elderly care looks like.

B&M Care granted
consent for extension
Following the submission of a planning needs
assessment report prepared by care home
property consultancy Carterwood, B&M
Care’s Tara’s Retreat care home in
Hertfordshire has gained planning permission
for the development of 14 additional en-suite
bedspaces. The care home was originally
designed to accommodate 46 residents.
The additional bedspaces will provide a
modern care home capable of flexibly
adapting to meet the needs of all aspects of
elderly care provision and will include physical
adaptations and an environment that will
accommodate the growing demand for
specialist dementia care.

Octopus gets go-ahead for Merseyside extracare scheme
Octopus Healthcare, part of the Octopus Group and a
major investor in healthcare facilities throughout the UK
and Ireland, has obtained planning permission for a
major redevelopment of the former Birkdale School for
Hearing Impaired Children in Southport, Merseyside into
an extracare accommodation site.
Octopus Healthcare submitted a £35m-plus
investment proposal to redevelop the site In April last
year. The proposal includes the conversion and
remodelling of the listed school building, with
extensive repair and restoration of lost features.
Construction of communal facilities, extracare
accommodation and improvements to the grounds
will also take place, with the aim of creating 113

extracare apartments and associated facilities
including a bistro, residents’ lounge, library and hair
and beauty salon, as well as providing on-site care.
"We have worked extremely hard to secure a
sustainable and sensitive use for the former school
and this application will safeguard such an iconic
building in our wonderful borough,” said Cllr Daren
Veidman, Sefton Council's cabinet member for
planning and building control.
“The successful application will seek to secure the
building's removal from the Council’s listed buildings
‘at risk’ register while also contributing to the removal
of West Birkdale conservation area from the national
‘at risk’ register.”

Impression of Octopus Healthcare’s recently
approved £35m-plus extracare redevelopment in
Southport, Merseyside.
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Specialised dementia housing - an emerging market
Commercial property consultancy Knight Frank has
released its latest Retirement Living report: The
importance of dementia-friendly Retirement Living,
which says there is scope for the development of
specialist retirement living units for people with
dementia.
The report identifies dementia as one of the major
public health issues of the 21st century, owing to an
aging population, with a million people having the
condition by 2025. By 2050 this will double to two
million people.
Knight Frank’s report puts the current cost of
dementia in the UK at £29bn per year, forecasting it to
rise to £55bn by 2040.
“Dementia has higher health and social care costs
than cancer and chronic heart disease combined,”
says the report. “It is set to hit $1trillion globally this

year, larger than the annual GDP of more than 170
individual countries around the world.”
The report presents the following findings:
■ 39% of those living with dementia over 65 are living
in either residential care or nursing homes. This
leaves almost 500,000 over-65s with dementia
who are currently living outside of a specialist care
environment.
■ Those with dementia could spend £100,000 on
their care over their lifetime, meaning it would take
125 years to save for this if an individual saved at
the same rate as their pension.
■ On average, the total cost of care is higher when
an individual lives in a community setting i.e. a
family home, compared to a residential setting i.e.
care home.
■ The market for specialised dementia housing in the

UK is relatively immature, with a lack of adequate
accommodation to support and cater for a person
with a mild form of dementia.
■ The UK lags behind countries such as Australia,
France, and the US which have a range of options
for those living with dementia.
Knight Frank’s report opines that specialist retirement
living units, designed to accommodate dementia
sufferers, would provide a cost-effective way to deliver
care whilst enabling residents to keep their
independence.
Marchese Partners, an Australian-based firm of
architects, master planners and interior designers has
devised a series of design principles based around
familiarity, legibility, distinctiveness, accessibility,
connectivity, safety and choice. The report suggests
that, by following these design principles centred
around the individual and their wellbeing, residents,
irrespective of age or levels of care, can live in
retirement living schemes together.
■ The report can be downloaded at:
https://content.knightfrank.com/research/696/docu
ments/en/uk-retirement-living-the-importance-ofdementia-friendly-retirement-living-5857.pdf
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Who’s it for? Anyone who cares for or interacts with people living with dementia
as part of their job: Managers, SRN’s, HCA’s, Activities co-ordinators and more!

Jobseekers: easier to find the role you want
Employers: easier to find the RIGHT fit for
your organisation, at lower cost

SPECIAL
DEALS IN
DECEMBER
– POST JOBS
NOW!

job postings • community • career advice • blogs
• Spend less on advertising jobs
• More quality and informed
candidates = lower staff turnover
• A website and team that works
with employers
• A community for professionals
to share their views and advice
on care and dementia

BRAND NEW
WEBSITE FOR
THE CARE AND
DEMENTIA
SECTOR!

Visit www.dementiajobs.org
Email us at info@dementiajobs.org
Follow us on Twitter @dementiajobs
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Octopus Healthcare signs
£60m+ deal with New Care
Octopus Healthcare, a UK healthcare
property investor, developer and
manager of healthcare properties, has
completed a deal valued at more than
£60m with care home provider New
Care, part of McGoff Group, to acquire
four new care homes incorporating
c.300 future-proofed beds across the
Midlands and North West regions.
The value of the deal breaks the
previous record for the growing
Octopus Healthcare Fund and signals
the move towards long-term
partnerships being the model of choice
for future investment in care homes.
New Care was supported in
completing the deal using expertise
from the Knight Frank Healthcare
advisory team.
Two assets in Nottingham and in
Chester will immediately be leased to
New Care who will continue as the
operator. A further two properties
located in Formby and Bramhall will be
acquired by the Octopus Healthcare
Fund at practical completion. The
Formby development will be
completed in Spring 2019, with
Bramhall being delivered towards the
end of 2019, both developments being
delivered by McGoff Construction.
Octopus Healthcare investment
director Freddie Richards said the
company’s healthcare fund had had a
busy twelve months, having committed
£198m into UK care homes since the
fund was set up a year ago.
“This latest deal is particularly
exciting as it demonstrates our

partnership investment strategy in full
swing,” said Mr Richards.
“New Care’s experience in both care
home development and care delivery is
enviable and they are very
straightforward to work with; they’re
our kind of people. We want to invest in
exceptional healthcare facilities, like
these, that we would choose for our
loved ones. For us it’s a very personal
commitment.”
Julian Evans, Head of Healthcare at
Knight Frank, described New Care as
“the rising stars of the UK care home
arena, operating exceptionally highquality assets”.
“Their partnership with Octopus
Healthcare provides the perfect platform
to enable further growth,” he said.
New Care chairman Dominic Kay
said that what made New Care unique
was its excellent relationship with
McGoff Construction.
“This allows us to design and build
bespoke care facilities that feature the
very best specification and interior
design and offer exceptional care
services,” said Mr Kay.
“In a similar way, we have
established
strong
working
relationships with both Knight Frank
and Octopus Healthcare, both of
which are commercial, pragmatic and
a pleasure to deal with.”
Knight Frank predicts that the UK
needs to upgrade existing beds in order
to future-proof the industry, and that
about 6,500 care homes are at risk of
closure over the next five years.
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A decade of service
Caring Times discusses the ups and downs during a decade
at care property consultants Carterwood with co-founders
AMANDA NURSE and BEN HARTLEY.
What made you start the business in 2008 –
in a recession?
Amanda: I was turning 40 in 2008 and I had
reached ‘that certain stage’ in my career
where I felt that now was the time for a new
challenge; and what better than setting up a
new business during a recession?
Ben: It was always my ambition to work for
myself and to be outside of the corporate
world – and to develop products that solved
key problems faced by our clients in the
social care arena.
To what do you attribute your success?
Amanda: It has always been about linking
high quality data with great service. We’re
both high energy, dynamic and passionate
about providing the best advice to our
clients, and the business reflects this ethos.
Ben: Innovation is and always has been at
the core of the business – each year we aim to
launch an exciting new product. Also, too
many consultants are afraid to give a real
opinion and we believe this is crucial – it has
been central to developing our reputation.
What drove you to work in the health and
social care industry?
Amanda: I enjoy working in a vital sector
with highly successful entrepreneurs, many
of whom have set up successful businesses
from scratch.
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Ben: We are living with a demographic time
bomb; with an aging population that will
dramatically increase over the coming few
years, and I considered that there was a real
gap in the market for accurate analysis to
improve decision making.
What do you stand for as a business – what
are your values?
Amanda: We have three core values:
Innovation (which Ben has already
mentioned), ‘dare to be different’ and ‘work
hard and have fun’. All three have been
developed with our team and really sum up
the business to me. We have a team who
work incredibly hard but always retain their
sense of humour. It’s genuinely about a
totally different mind-set.
Can you describe your ongoing relationships
with your clients?
Amanda: We now have more than 400
clients, and I believe it’s about service.
Several of our clients are working to very
tight deadlines and we do our very best to
incorporate these. It’s about focusing on
solutions and looking at things from both
sides of the transaction.
Ben: Much of the work we do is portfolio
wide and is bespoke. We develop a brief from
scratch so that the final solution exactly
meets the clients’ needs; often within very

tight timescales. The quality of our data is
also key – it means we provide the best
information to enable informed decisions.
What developments do you see in future
social care provision?
Ben and Amanda:
Staffing: A revolution in the provision of care
services, with a move away from registered
nurses and the development of specific
qualifications for care homes.
Marketing: A coming together to enable the
sector to speak with a clearer voice; rebranding
the sector as one that offers amazingly
fulfilling opportunities and career
development, and the ability to make a real
difference to the people who receive care.
New developments: Homes increasing in size
up to 80 beds; and models developing to
provide niche services for those with high
levels of acute care. Operators developing a 3star care model that can operate in more
modest areas. Modular construction evolving
to enable new care homes to be developed
cost effectively; allowing services to be built in
areas aimed at the local authority end of the
market. Technology being embraced to fully
enabling the streamlining of as many
processes as possible.

Essential NEW analysis for your next development
Mitigate risk, maximise opportunities with our new location-specific data

Staffing analysis
Dedicated dementia analysis
To request more information, email
info@carterwood.co.uk or call 08458 690777

Our unique insight, your foresight
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MARKET ANALYSIS

A National Care
Service?

With
SAM WRIGHT,
director with the healthcare
team at CBRE.

As the headlines continue to be dominated by Tory infighting
and Theresa May’s struggle to secure a Brexit deal, so the
prospect of a Jeremy Corbyn led Government become ever
more likely. And it was this, rather than Brexit interestingly,
that seemed to be front of people’s minds when I spoke to
them at an industry event last week.
Broadly speaking they were supportive of the pledge from
Labour to commit a further £8bn to the sector to address the
current funding difficulties. The commitment that this be
channelled towards hard working care staff by increasing their
rates of pay was also supported and felt to be a recognition of
the challenges of working in the sector and attracting young
people to join it.
The idea that there should be a National Care Service
however was less popular. While there was an acceptance that
if run properly it could improve the link between the sector
and the NHS, and give the sector a more unified voice there
was a fear that this could be the first step towards a form of
nationalisation.
For those that I spoke to who had been the sector for more
than 30 years, and who had seen the sector transform from one
of local authority rectories with double and triple bedrooms to
one of high quality purpose person centred care homes, this
seemed a retrograde step.
While they accepted that privatisation was not perfect and
that the journey, as shown by the collapse of providers like
Southern Cross, had not always been smooth, they felt that
the quality of the care being provided today is better than it
was 30 years ago.
The reservations however were just about the quality of care.
One provider spoke passionately about a duty he felt we had
to deliver value for money to the tax payer, especially in this
era of austerity. Citing Robert Kilgour’s recent research
showing the higher fee rates being charged at local authority
care homes in Scotland over those that are privately run, and
the fall in fee rates (in real terms) despite increasing
dependency levels, he thought these were evidence that the
private sector is delivering a value for money that the public
sector cannot.
With the demographic time bomb approaching, no long
term funding solution and public finances likely to remain
constrained, while perhaps laudable in it’s motives, the
idea of a National Care Service was not thought to be the
way forward.
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PROPERTIES AND BUSINESSES RECENTLY SOLD IN THE CARE SECTOR
Hope Lodge
Location
Registration

Luton, Bedfordshire
3 mental health

Buyer

Naizrah Care Ltd

Seller

Hope Lodge Ltd

Asking price
Agent
Tel

£500,000
Christie & Co
020 7227 0700

Allenbrook Nursing Homel

The Croft
Location
Registration

Location
Registration

Simon Spiller & David Tait

Seller

Cheryle Howe

Agent

Buyer
Seller
Asking price
Agent
Tel

Tel
Bedlington, Northumberland
27 elderly
Mr M Anderson
Mr S Hunter

22 elderly

Buyer
Asking price

The Willows

Newton Abbot, Devon

£995,000
Christie & Co
01392 285600

The property, a detached Victorian villa, was extended in
2008 and underwent a programme of improvements over
recent years, with the home now of a high quality
throughout with modern fixtures and fittings.

Location

Halesowen, West Midlands

Registration

36 nursing

Buyer

Amarjit Sidhu

Seller

Ephraims Care Group

Asking price

£1,700,000

Agent

Christie & Co

Tel

0121 452 3700

Sold to first time buyer

OIR £450,000
Christie & Co
0191 2697004

The Shrubbery
Location

Kidderminster, West Midlands

Registration

Skellow Hall
Location

The Firs

Registration
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Location
Registration
Agent
Tel

28 elderly

Little Downham, Cambridgeshire

Buyer

Leong ENT Ltd

29 elderly/dementia

Seller

Indigo Care

Aldridge Care Homes
0330 1232066

Asking price
Agent

Redwoods Healthcare

Seller

Ephraims Care Group

Asking price
Doncaster, South Yorkshire

38 nursing

Buyer

Agent
Tel

£2,000,000
Christie & Co
0121 452 3700

£650,000
Christie & Co

Oak Lodge
■ Information appearing in “Care Homes Sold” is
published in good faith that the information is
accurate and cleared for publication. The onus for
accuracy is on the property agent.
Caring Times will not publish, in a subsequent issue,
corrections or alterations to information supplied.
Agents, please note that items cannot be withdrawn
once the copy deadline has passed.
We advise readers to confirm any details with the
property agent concerned.

Location
Registration

Coventry, West Midlands

St John’s Nursing Home

15 elderly

Buyer

Alice Mwasaru

Location

Seller

Annette Jewell

Registration

Asking price
Agent
Tel
Sold to first time buyer

£525,000

Buyer

Christie & Co

Agent

0121 452 3700

Tel
Sold to existing operator

Boston, Lincolnshire
37 nursing, dementia
Visnoon Chengun
Christie & Co
0121 452 3700
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Sector remains robust despite
the challenges

C

ommercial property consultants
Knight Frank have published their
Care Homes Trading Performance
Review for 2018.
Summarising the report, Knight Frank’s
head of healthcare Julian Evans said the lack
of social care funding and the shortfall of
skilled labour had continued to present a
stern test for the UK care home market over
the past twelve months.
“Nonetheless, it has remained resilient and
robust in comparison to some of the other
property types and wider investment
classes,” he said.
“Although 2018 Q1 traded with low
occupancy due to higher death rates in the
bitter cold winter months, occupancy in the
financial year remained strong. We are
however seeing slower fill rates, specifically
in the South East, where commissioning
periods on average are now taking up to four
years before reaching maturity.”
Knight Frank’s report points to an
increasing reliance on agency staff, and not
just for nursing.
“Recruiting at management level is also
proving to be a challenge,” said Mr Evans.
“Operators are continuing to think
creatively, repositioning from nursing to
personal care homes due to nursing staff
shortages and higher clinical standards.
“There has been a decline of 16,580 nursing
degree applications since March 2016, the last
year in which students received an NHS
bursary. If this trend continues, it will no
doubt exacerbate the national crisis in
nursing bed provision.
“Furthermore, the social care funding crisis
shows no signs of abating and, indeed, the
statistics speak for themselves. Almost 7,000
beds deregistered in 2017/18 as homes
became unviable. Our study shows how staff
costs as a percentage of income is
significantly higher for homes that are
mainly local authority funded (70%). Profit
margins have fallen to 16% for these homes.”
The report also highlights inconsistency in
CQC inspections where operators are

increasingly challenging
report findings, coupled
with continued challenge
from the Competition and
Markets Authority.
Julian Evans said that, while
activity from the traditional
lenders into the sector had been
subdued over the last year or
so, they had been replaced by a broader
church of domestic and international capital.
Future prospects
“The next 12 months are likely to bring more
of the same,” said Mr Evans.
“Uncertainty remains over the
Government’s long term plans for social
care and the green paper on care and
support for older people has been delayed
until autumn 2018.
“As Brexit negotiations make slow
headway, significant uncertainty exists over
the future free movement of labour and the
legal rights of EU nationals already residing
in the UK. An analysis of the Office for
National Statistics suggests that ending
freedom of movement could result in 115,000
fewer adult social care workers by 2026. This
crisis will need a bit more than enhanced pay
packages to recruit and retain staff in the
coming years.”
Properties
Knight Frank’s report shows a differentiation
in capital expenditure between older and
converted stock against new purpose-built
facilities. Older homes are having to increase
spend on refurbishment and maintenance as
new purpose-built homes open and threaten
their trading performance.
“We will continue to see this trend as the
quality of care home schemes in the
development pipeline reach new heights,”
said Mr Evans.
n

“There are a lot of exciting
new builds coming into the
market with improved
design, providing a lifestyle
experience. Amenities
include restaurants, cinemas,
gym and spa facilities and
children’s play areas.
“There is also an emerging
interest for the “Dutch
model” driven by their
innovative design, improving
wellbeing of the residents.
“It is truly overwhelming to see a strong
investor appetite for future proof assets
coming into the market.”

Technology
Julian believes technology will play a
substantial part in improving care to meet
regulatory requirements.
“Operators have already started to invest
in Artificial Intelligence, electronic care plans,
medication monitoring devices and acoustic
monitors, which alleviate pressure on staff,”
he said.
“Examples include a smart wristband with
sensors to track and alert caregivers to falls,
alterations in eating habits and behaviour.
“We will also see care homes working
more closely with hospitals in regards to
step down provisions, particularly in winter
months when hospitals are under pressure
to release blocked beds. In early 2018 we
saw a Foundation Trust sign a five year
sublease on a care home adjacent to the
hospital campus.”
Despite operational challenges,
particularly within social care, the Knight
Frank report has an essentially optimistic
outlook.
“Our view that the healthcare sector is one
that is least affected by Brexit volatility, as
demand is typically driven by domestic
factors,” said Mr Evans.
“Both domestic and international investors
are seeking defensive sectors to invest in.
Care homes remain an attractive target.

The full report can be accessed at: https://www.knightfrank.co.uk/research/care-homes-tradingperformance-review-2018-5867.aspx?search-id=&report-id=548&rank=1
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